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About This Game

Set in a fantasy world, Middle Board, DICETINY is a parody turn-based card and board game mash-up where you as one of the
heroes must take on powerful monsters using minions and spell cards, and ultimately defeat an evil sage to save the world from

an apocalypse.

features

Offers unique gameplay mechanic by combining card and board game elements.

Various dungeons guarded by powerful monsters. with different game rules.
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Meet new class-based heroes, each with a unique skill, during your adventure.

Build your deck and apply a different strategy depending on the dungeon.

Puns and parodies hopefully everyone will enjoy.
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Title: DICETINY: The Lord of the Dice
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Fakedice
Publisher:
JnK
Release Date: 22 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 service pack 1

Processor: 1.6+ Ghz Dual-Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 5500, Nvidia GeForce 700M Series or better (512MB Video RAM required)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 512 MB available space

Additional Notes:

English
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What a fun little game!

Ok, so this game is in early access. So because of this, as I write this review, it's very unfinished. There's currently only one
'zone' that you can play on. But what I see is a great start.

The basic premise is a board game mixed with a card game. The best way I can describe it is if you took Blizzard's hearthstone
card game and combined it with a board game. You play your minions on the board and travel around the board in opposing
directions from your enemy. When you land on a square you encounter any minions or effects on that square, be they good or
bad.

I look forwards to future updates.. Is it a wonky game that occasionaly bugs out? Yes. Is there a lot of broken english? Yes. Are
the jokes a bit dated? Yes.

Is it a fun fantasy tactical boardgame deckbuilding rpg with challenging puzzle-like boss battles and some party manangement
thrown in for good measure and, and, and...?

Yes, yes, yes!. Ingenious little game with good production values. The price is reasonable; unlike so many other titles on Steam
these days.. I have been looking for a single player board game for years. The roll of the dice along with the decision making of
which cards to play make this a very fun game. I like how the cards that are playable are lit up for each turn.. I really like the
game dynamics and user interface. The game is still in development, but I am really looking forward to seeing where they take
it.
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The game is fun a little repetitive at times. But, the main reason I can't recommend it within an hour's time it crashed 3x.... I
mean for $5 it's not a bad game. But if you can't play what's the point and even buying it.... This game changed so much from
when it first started.. DICETINY: The Lord of the Dice is a board/card game with RPG elements. This game is in Early Access,
and at the moment it does not have too much content.

When I first started playing this, first thought what come to my mind that its a bit looks like Hearthstone, but this not that.
This basically a board game with cards. In every turn you and your opponent roll a dice and move around a board, the two
characters moving in different way, one start a circle from left, other from right. The game will be end when someone has no
more HP. If you arrive for a land with enemy, you fight , but if that enemy is neutral you have a option to hire it.

You can use a different cards, some cards boost you, some put down friendly minions, etc. If you want play a card, this cost
some points what you get in every turn. At the start you have one character to play, other you can unlock when you beat them in
the story mode. All heroes have own special abilities and cards as well. Also you can create your own card decks.

The graphic style is a caricatured carton, and this looks nice. Sounds and music also good.

So my verdict

+complected with humor
+nice graphics
+steam cards
+cheaper in EA than later when got full version
+fast matches

-at the moment not too much content
-no multiplayer
-no steam achievements

If you like board games you really should try out this one. This game has a good gameplay, nice graphics and humor. However
at the moment not have to much content because game is in early access now, but to compensate this, now game costs less. I
think if you are interested in this, it's good to buy it now, as later will cost more.. Writing this now seems to be a bit of a moot
point since the devs effectively pulled the game out of steam. Oh well, it's not like it was even able to start anyway. (Hai bugs!) 

E: The devs look to be back with some defined sense of how things should be. Game runs, tho I haven't actually played much.
Imo worth for this price.

Hopefully they won't get tangled in IP mess or whatever stopped them last time.. broken game. This game has a had a rocky
start, but now it's thankfully back on Steam.
It is a combination of board game with CCG (collectible card game) with excellent art that looks intentionally goofy.

You use spells and minions summon to cause damage to enemy heroes as you move along the board using dice, that's pretty
much it.

The game is filled with references to pop culture, anime, internet memes and such things, and it doesn't take itself too seriously,
but as lighthearted as the game is, it's probably a good thing (although internet humor is pretty much a topic with an expiration
date slapped to it from day one).

I really like this game a lot and I want to finish it, but it's been crashing constantly for me ever since I reached what I assume is
more or less the mid point of the story.

Still, I'm giving it a positive despite these issues, in hopes the developers will address them.. Fun but buggy as all hell in early
access stage. HORRIBLE HORRIBLE experience for me. CRASH CRASH CRASH every single game and the last game
FROZE my computer up to where I almost couldn't get it going again. Thank gawd I'm a IT tech. ;))

I DO NOT recommend this game for quite awhile. It's broken beyond belief and just about everything is a crash waiting to
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happen.

. Good and clever game. Extra points for great black humor.
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